
Lite Scratch Tour Florida–Holiday - Notice to Players – February 11-12, 2017 
 
USGA Rules of Golf Apply 

1. Open Division: Miller Lite Blue tee markers.  Senior Division: Miller Lite White tee markers.   
Super Senior Division - Miller Lite Gold tee markers. 

2. The maximum score for any hole is triple bogey. 
3. Embedded ball rule is in effect through the green. 
4. Distance measuring devices are allowed. 
5. Free relief is allowed if your ball rests in any newly sodded area. 
6. Ground under repair is defined by white painted areas. 
7. If there is any doubt as to procedure, play 2 balls as prescribed under rule 3-3 
8. Each round consist of two (2) nine (9) hole stipulated rounds 
9. Free relief is allowed from artificially paved surfaces ONLY. 
10. Stones, rocks and shells may be removed from bunkers. 
11. All hazards are lateral hazards and most are marked with red lines.  Where no lines or stakes exist the hazard 

boundary is the natural boundary of the hazard.  Bottom line:  if it is water, it is hazard.  If it is not water and not 
marked, it is not hazard.  THERE ARE NO DROP AREAS IN USE THIS TOURNAMENT. 

12. Any ball that comes to rest to the left of the left hazard line on hole number  1 is considered in the hazard, even 
if the ball comes to rest off of the golf course property (it is not out of bounds).  Similarly, any ball that comes to 
rest right of the right hazard line on hole number 10 is considered in the hazard, even if the ball comes to rest 
off of golf course property (it is not out of bounds). 

13. Out of bounds is defined by roads, fences, stakes and lines.  The white stakes between hole number 5 and hole 
number 15 define out of bounds for hole number 5 only.  The stakes denoting out of bounds for hole number 5 
are considered immovable obstructions when playing hole number 15. 

14. Please return your scorecard to the scoring area IMMEDIATELY upon completion of play. 
Divisions: 
Open - Matt Johnson A (2017 season) 
Senior - Harry Black A (2017 season), Steve Houle A (2017 season) 
Super Senior - Mike Brown A  (2017 season), Earl Daniell A (2017 season), Fred Peel  A (2017 season) 
Ties for overall first place in open, senior and  super senior divisions will be broken by sudden death playoff 
All other ties (including ties determining division placement) will be broken by scorecard playoff in the following 
manner:  low score on back nine, low score on holes 13-18, low score 16-18, hole by hole match of scorecard 
working backward starting at number 18.Ties for division breakout after Saturday’s round will result with the winner 
of the playoff moving to the lower division. 


